Abstract-Recent severe outages highlight the urgency of improving grid resiliency in the U.S. microgrid formation schemes are proposed to restore critical loads after outages occur. Most distribution networks have unbalanced configurations that are not represented in sufficient detail by single-phase models. This paper provides a microgrid formation plan that adopts a three-phase network model to represent unbalanced distribution networks. The problem formulation has a quadratic objective function with mixed-integer linear constraints. The three-phase network model enables us to examine the three-phase power outputs of distributed generators (DGs), preventing unbalanced operation that might trip DGs. Because the DG unbalanced operation constraint is non-convex, an iterative process is presented that checks whether the unbalanced operation limits for DGs are satisfied after each iteration of optimization. We also develop a relatively conservative linear approximation on the unbalanced operation constraint to handle larger networks. Compared with the iterative solution process, the conservative linear approximation is able to accelerate the solution process at the cost of sacrificing optimality to a limited extent. Simulation in the IEEE 34 node and IEEE 123 test feeders indicate that the proposed method yields more practical microgrid formations results. In addition, this paper explores the coordinated operation of DGs and energy storage (ES) installations. The unbalanced three-phase outputs of ESs combined with the relatively balanced outputs of DGs could supply unbalanced loads. The case study also validates the DG-ES coordination.
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I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT studies report that the inflation-adjusted costs of weather-related outages in the U.S. range from $25 to $70 billion annually [1] , [2] . The increasing penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs) and automation of smart distribution systems make it possible to restore critical loads Z. Wang is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98105 USA (e-mail: wzyfrank@uw.edu).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TSG. 2016.2621412 through microgrids that are supplied by DERs after outages cut off the conventional supply from the transmission network.
Balducci et al. [3] have shown that outage mitigation is one of the most valuable benefits of energy storage (ES) installations. Pipattanasomporn et al. [4] analyzed the economic benefit of improved reliability harnessed by distributed generation (DG). DERs can restore critical loads through formation of microgrids. By controlling the automatic switch devices, a distribution network can be sectionalized to several microgrids, each of which is supplied by DERs. Several studies have been conducted to analyze network restoration through microgrids powered by DERs. Reference [5] presents detailed models for DGs and their inverters and a sequence of actions for microgrid black start. Reference [6] applies a graph theoretical spanning tree approach for finding optimal microgrid topology and providing a sequence of switching operations. Reference [7] proposes a multi-agent coordination scheme for microgrid restoration. Reference [8] proposes a formulation based on knapsack problem formulation that gradually restores the network by sequentially closing switches. Reference [9] presents a stochastic non-linear optimizationbased method to sectionalize the distribution network into microgrids. Both DGs and ESs are accounted for as generation sources. Reference [10] presents a stochastic mixed-integer linear programming model; however, it requires the microgrids to be installed beforehand. Reference [11] proposes a mixed-integer linear programming method that dynamically forms microgrids to achieve a resilient distribution system. It also provides distributed multi-agent coordination for global information discovery.
Unlike transmission networks, distribution networks are usually unbalanced [12] . The line configuration can be unbalanced: two-phase or single-phase laterals downstream of feeder backbones are common in distribution networks. Threephase loads can also be unbalanced. In addition, single-and two-phase loads are prevalent. The above characteristics render single-phase network models insufficient to represent unbalanced distribution networks. Therefore, we adopt a three-phase network model for microgrid restoration. To our knowledge, solving three-phase optimal restoration planning problems through convex optimization considering unbalanced operation constraint of DGs has not been addressed.
DG technologies comprise fossil fuel generation and renewable-energy generation [13] . Owing to their intermittency, wind and photovoltaic generators are not suitable for restoration without integration with other DERs. Fossil fuel generators like reciprocating engines, gas turbines, and micro-turbines are suitable as backup generators during outages. Many of the above-mentioned dispatchable DGs are three-phase synchronous generators.
Three-phase network models enable us to analyze operations of three-phase DGs with respect to voltage unbalance and current unbalance. Reference [14] suggests that most synchronous generators trip when their voltage unbalances exceed 3%. To avoid tripping, we assume that each DG serves as a "slack bus" of the microgrid that sets the magnitudes and phase angles of three-phase voltages at its connection node. Since having two DGs regulating voltages could cause voltage conflicts, each microgrid has only one DG. The study in [14] also suggests that a DG trips when the current unbalance, defined as negative sequence current divided by positive sequence current, reaches above the threshold, which could range from 10% to 20%. To protect DGs from tripping after microgrids are formed, they should be dispatched within their current unbalance limits.
The relatively balanced outputs of DGs may not match unbalanced loads. Fortunately the three-phase powers of ESs can be controlled independently, assuming the three-phase ES consists of three single-phase ES modules. To supply the unbalanced load, a DG-ES coordination strategy is developed such that the balanced outputs of a DG combined with the unbalanced outputs of an ES supply the unbalanced loads.
The contributions of this paper include: 1) a three-phase microgrid restoration optimization model is developed to study the unbalanced three-phase distribution networks; 2) the unbalanced operation constraint of DG is included into the formulation; 3) due to the non-convexity of the unbalanced operation constraints, two approaches are developed to convexify the formulation including an iterative algorithm that incorporates a penalty function into the objective function and a more conservative linear approximation algorithm; 4) this paper analyzes the coordination between DG and ES to supply largely unbalanced loads.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the three-phase microgrid restoration formulation; Section III presents a case study to validate our approach and describes the relatively conservative linear approximation as an alternative to handle larger networks; and Section IV provides conclusions and presents some directions for future research.
II. FORMULATION
We will start this section by introducing Optimal Power Flow (OPF) methods that are suitable for three-phase unbalanced distribution networks. In part A, a linear three-phase distribution network model is chosen as the foundation of the restoration model. Part B describes the problem formulation; the original formulation includes second-order cone constraints, which are convex but non-linear, and the DG unbalanced-operation constraint, which is non-convex. Part C describes how to linearize the non-linear second-order cone constraints. Part D explains how to handle the unbalanced operation constraint.
A. Three-Phase Distribution System Optimal Power Flow
The OPF is non-convex. Several approaches can be applied to convexify the OPF problems. In [15] , a second-order cone programming method is introduced, and in [16] a semidefinite programming method is applied to solve single-phase OPF problems. Reference [17] proposes a semidefinite programming method to solve three-phase unbalanced OPF problems. Linearizing OPF provides another branch of approaches to convexifying OPF. The DistFlow method, developed in [18] , provides a single-phase linear distribution network model that has been widely adopted. Reference [19] proposes a linearized three-phase unbalanced OPF method, which is adopted in this paper. It is also a linear method, and simpler than the models in [15] - [17] . Consistent with [19] , the three-phase model we purposed is for radial systems only.
B. Restoration Problem Formulation
The objective function of the restoration model is to maximize the weighted total loads picked up by microgrids:
The purpose of the operator "real" is to extract the real part from a complex number, namely, to find the real power part of a complex power; ω j is the weighting factor of load at node j; s D j,t is the load at node j, time t; and y m j,t is a binary variable that indicates whether the load is picked up by microgrid m. If the variable equals 1, the load is connected; otherwise, the load is disconnected from microgrid m.
The primary decision variables are s G,m j,t , the three-phase complex power generated by each DER, including DGs and ESs. x ij is the binary variable that indicates the boundaries of microgrids on line ij, and y m j,t is the binary variable that indicates whether the load at node j, time t is picked up by microgrid m. M is the set of all microgrids (since each DG consists of a microgrid, M is also the set of DGs); N is the set of all nodes; L is the set of all lines; T is the set of time intervals during the fault; and ES is the set of ESs.
Next, we introduce the power flow constraints:
Constraint (2) is the power flow balance constraint on node j. m ij,t is a 3-by-1 vector of three-phase power transmitted through line ij. In case the conductor is single-phase or two-phase, the m ij,t values of the non-existent phases are set to zero. i:i→j m ij,t is the power flowing from upstream lines to node j. s G,m j,t is the 3-by-1 three-phase complex power injection to node j from the DER at that node. k:j→k m jk,t is the power flowing to downstream lines from node j. Constraint (3) limits the power transmitted through line ij. x ij is the microgrid boundary indicator; x ij = 1 indicates that the line switch is opened and no power can be transmitted, and x ij = 0 indicates that the line switch is closed and the power transmitted through the line is constrained by the line conductor ampacity. Constraint (4) suggests that any nodal load j can be connected to at most one microgrid.
The voltage-related constraints are presented below:
Constraint (5) is Ohm's law. The v m j,t variable is a 3-by-3 matrix that equals the nodal voltage multiplied by its
is the approximation of the 3-by-3 three-phase complex power matrix transmitted through line ij. In case the lines are single-phased or two-phased, we fill in the entries for non-existent phases in s m ij,t with zeros. Equation (6) describes hows m ij,t is approximated by the 3-by-1 complex power vector m ij,t of three phase power transmitted through line ij. For a complete derivation of (5) and (6) , please refer to the LPF-OPF method in [19] . In each microgrid, the DG serves as the "slack bus" that sets the reference values of voltages, as shown in (7). Constraints (8) and (9) restrict the nodal voltages within their lower and upper bounds.
The voltage lower-and upper-bound constraints are applied to all microgrids. Within the boundaries of microgrid m, the nodal voltages should obey these upper and lower bounds. For the nodes outside microgrid m, since the powers s m ij,t are zeros outside the microgrid, according to (5) the nodal voltages outside the microgrid are the same as the voltages of the nodes adjacent to the microgrid boundary lines. Therefore, the voltages outside the microgrid should also be within the lower and upper bounds.
Constraint (10) requires that there be at least one line boundary between two adjacent DGs. For radial systems there is only one path between any two adjacent DGs. At least one line segment in the path should be open. This constraint can be hard-coded once the layout of the distribution network and DG locations are obtained. Otherwise, two DGs would be connected to the same microgrid. Constraint (11) sets the total number of opened lines, including the faulted lines, to the number of microgrids. (In case there is more than one fault occurring between two DGs, constraint (11) should be modified.)
Constraint (12) sets the apparent power to 0 for DG m at another microgrid n, to which it does not belong to. Constraint (13) limits the apparent power output of a DG m at its own microgrid m. (14) to (21) are constraints for ESs. Constraints (14) and (15) limit the charging and discharging power in accordance with ES capacity ratings. Constraint (16) ensures the storage cannot charge and discharge at the same time. ρ chg j,t and ρ dsg j,t are binary variables indicating the charging/ discharging status of each ES. Constraint (17) imposes the lower and upper bounds on the State of Charge (SOC), and constraint (18) describes the impact of charging and discharging on the SOC between two time intervals. Constraint (19) links the charging and discharging powers of storage to its complex power s G,m j,t . Constraint (20) indicates that the storage outputs are constrained by their capacities times the binary variable λ m j , which indicates whether the storage at node j belongs to microgrid m. Constraint (21) suggests that every storage belongs to at most one microgrid.
Constraints (22) and (23) define the inter-temporal constraints applying to loads and DGs. The customers do not expect their electricity supply to be intermittent during the restoration period, so (22) limits the interruptions of loads: the change in connection status of any load should not occur more than L times. Constraint (23) poses ramp constraints on DGs. ESs have extremely fast ramping rates that are not subject to ramp constraints.
Constraint (24) is the unbalanced operation constraint for a three-phase DG. The three-phase currents are replaced by complex powers, as in (24) . For derivation of (24) , please refer to the Appendix A. The phase angle difference value α = e j2π/3 . T UB is the threshold on current unbalance, set to 20%.
The restoration model comprising constraints (1) to (24) includes second-order cone constraints (13) and (20) that are non-linear. There is also a non-convex constraint (24) . Part C below provides a method to linearize second-order cone constraints, and Part D analyzes the methods for dealing with the non-convex constraint (24) .
C. Linearization of Second-Order Cone
Reference [20] provides a "ε-relaxed" mixed-integer linear approach to approximating second-order cone constraints. The approach is applied in reference [21] to linearize conic constraints in a network reconfiguration problem. The method is applied to linearize second-order cone constraints in our microgrid restoration model. 
Constraint (26) is introduced as the relaxation of (25):
Constraint ( 
From (27), it is evident that a larger value of u results in a smaller value of ε; therefore, the approximation accuracy is increased at the expense of introducing more binary variables:
With the above relaxations, a second-order cone constraint can be relaxed into a series of linear constraints. In addition, the approximation accuracy ε can be controlled by changing the variable u.
D. Dealing With DG Unbalanced Operation Constraint
Constraint (24) is a non-linear and non-convex constraint. This paper examines two possible approaches: 1) convexify the unbalanced operation constraint or 2) remove the unbalanced constraint, solve the convex problem, and check whether (24) is violated afterwards.
Several methods have been developed to relax nonconvex quadratic constraints into convex constraints [22] - [24] . McCormick et al. [22] relax the non-convex quadratic constraint by a series of linear constraints. The method is discussed in detail in [25] . Reference [24] discusses the semi-definite relaxation of non-convex quadratic constraints. Reference [23] compares the semi-definite relaxation with the "αββ" relaxation methods. It also provides two stronger relaxations based on the semi-definite and "αββ" methods.
However, convexity comes at a cost. The feasible regions of relaxed constraints are different from that of the original constraint. Our implementation of the above methods suggest that none of the relaxation methods yields DG power outputs that obey the original unbalanced operation constraint.
This paper adopts an alternative approach: excluding constraint (24) from the set of constraints while adding penalty terms in the objective function to curb unbalanced operation of DGs. Ideally, we hope that the three-phase power outputs of DGs are relatively balanced, in that their current unbalance ratios are less than the threshold T UB . For each DG, a penalty term at every time period is added to the objective function: 
The first term τ is the weighting factor of this penalty term m,t . If the three phases of power are far from each other, the sum over L-2 norms of phase power differences gets higher.
The penalty terms are subtracted from the objective function:
Then (24) is removed from the constraints. Initial values of τ are assigned. The new formulation, with (35) as the objective function and (2)-(30) as constraints, is derived; its effectiveness will be evaluated in the next section. The problem has a conic objective function and mixed-integer linear constraints. If the results of every DG output satisfy (24), the solution is feasible. Otherwise, the weighting factors τ corresponding to DGs that violate unbalanced operation constraints are increased and the problem is executed again with updated τ . When every DG satisfies constraint (24) for all time periods, the process terminates and one feasible solution is provided. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of this microgrid restoration model.
III. CASE STUDY
The IEEE-34 node test feeder [26] is chosen to illustrate the restoration model. The test feeder has three-phase and single-phase line segments. The loads are unbalanced and located across the network. There are spot loads that are located at nodes and distributed loads that spread across lines; the distributed loads are split evenly between the two adjacent nodes. The simulation is conducted with CVX integrated with MATLAB. We choose Gurobi as our solver for the mixed-integer problem. The simulation environment is Intel Xeon E3 1220-v, 3.1-GHz CPU with 16 GB of RAM. It takes around 10 seconds for every iteration ofv optimization. Five DGs are installed across the network at nodes 812, 830, 844, 862 and 818. The DG at node 818 is a single-phase DG and the other four are three-phase DGs. A three-phase ES is installed at node 850. The ES has a 4-hr energy rating. Figure 2 illustrates the test feeder and DER locations. The solid lines stand for three-phase line segments and dashed lines stand for single-phase lines. Table I lists the ratings of the DERs.
This section is organized as follows: Part A adopts the three-phase distribution network model but excludes the unbalanced operation constraint (24) . The optimization yields an unbalanced power output solution that violates the 20% threshold and trips the DG at 812. To avoid tripping of the DG, Part B incorporates the unbalanced operation into the problem formulation and analyzes its impact on DG power outputs. Part C evaluates the coordination between a DG and an ES to supply unbalanced loads. 
A. Three-Phase Restoration Plan
Here, we examine a "snapshot" case: only one time period. The DG unbalanced operation constraint (24) is disregarded. Objective function (1) instead of (35) is chosen as the objective function. To observe the behaviors of DGs, the ESs are shut down. A three-phase fault occurs at line 800-802. Table II shows the three-phase complex power output solution for the DGs. Figure 2 shows the microgrids formed with the assumptions made in Part A. The DG at node 812 picks up loads at nodes 802, 806, 808, 810, 812, 814, 850, 816, 824, 826 and 828. Its phase B power output is much higher than the other two-phase outputs, resulting in the current unbalance ratioI 2 /I 1 = 55.58%, which is much higher than the 20% threshold. Current unbalances of the three remaining three-phase DGs are below the threshold. The DG at node 818 is single-phase, so the unbalanced operation constraint does not apply. Because the single-phase DG can only supply loads at that phase, it cannot pick up three-phase loads. Therefore, the scope of the microgrid supplied by DG 818 is limited to the single-phase branch 816-822.
By setting the initial penalty weighting factors small enough, the objective function (35) should generate the same microgrid sectionlization and load pick-up statuses as (1) . In this case, all the DGs are connected since penalties for their unbalance operations are negligible. Then current unbalance of each DG is calculated. For DGs with violations, their weighting factors are doubled to further penalize unbalanced operations. In the iterative loop, the DG unbalance is calculated and the weighting factors of DGs with violations are doubled repeatedly, until there is no DG violation at all. When the weighting factors are large enough, the penalty terms outweigh the contributions of loads picked up, leading to the corresponding DG to re-dispatch or even be tripped. Therefore, this iterative method with weighting factors updates guarantees a feasible solution will be found eventually. Our case study below provides such an example.
B. Unbalanced Operation Constraint
From Part A, we found that the solution does not satisfy the unbalanced operation constraint. In reality, the DG at node 812 will be tripped if it is dispatched according to the results shown in Table II . Single-phase distribution network models that lump the loads into one phase cannot detect this violation, which lead to DG dispatches that are impracticable. In order to dispatch the three-phase DGs that satisfy (24), the method in Part D of Section II is adopted. The objective function is modified to (35), which includes penalty terms for unbalanced operation of three-phase DGs. Table III shows the weighting factor τ , the three-phase power outputs, and the current unbalance ratio of DG 812 after each iteration. Since the three remaining DGs do not violate the threshold, their τ values are kept the same.
The initial value of τ need to be chosen carefully so as not to impact dispatch of the other three DGs. The part of the feeder close to the substation where DG 812 is located has very unbalanced loads, such that it is impossible for DG 812 to supply any combination of them without violating the unbalanced operation constraint. After six rounds of iteration, a feasible solution is found with DG 812 shut down. Table IV shows the three-phase power dispatches of the five DGs that satisfy (24) . The outputs of both DG 830 and DG 844 are limited by their ratings (200 kVA) at phase B. Integrating the unbalanced operation constraint leads to a more realistic DG power dispatch.
C. ES-DG Coordination
With the unbalanced operation constraint in effect, DG 812 is confined by this constraint and forced to shut down. Loads around node 812 are not picked up. ESs from which three-phase power is dispatched independently can coordinate with the DGs to supply unbalanced three-phase loads.
Assume the fault restoration time is 1.5 hr. The simulation time interval is 15 min, so the fault lasts for 6 intervals. The ES has a 4-hr energy rating, with 2 hr of energy stored when the fault occurs. So the storage device at each phase can either charge or discharge at its full capacity until the fault is cleared. Figure 3 shows the real power outputs of the ES and DG 812.
The top plot is the DG real power outputs of the 6 time intervals; the three-phase power outputs of the DG are balanced. The middle plot shows the three-phase real power of the ES: phase A is charging at almost its capacity to neutralize the phase A outputs of the DG because there is no phase A load in this microgrid; phase B is discharging at almost its capacity to inject power back to the microgrid to pick up phase B loads. Phase C is charging by a small amount, since phase C loads in this microgrid are less than phase B loads. As a result, the bottom plot shows the combined outputs of DG 812 and ES 830. Together, they pick up the unbalanced loads at phases B and C. The microgrid formed by DG 812 and ES 830 picks up loads at 802, 806, 808 and 810 during the entire outage period.
With a fault of 1.5 hr duration, each phase of the ES can charge/discharge at its full capacity throughout the entire fault. To examine the dispatch when insufficient energy is stored in the ES, consider a scenario in which restoration takes 3 hr. Figure 4 shows the three-phase real power outputs of the DG and the ES, and their combined values. The ES can no longer sustain charging/discharging at its capacity for the entire time. The top plot shows that DG 812 ceases to produce during intervals 1, 3, 4 and 7, and produces balanced three-phase power during the remaining time periods. The changes in outputs are still within its ramp capability (the rating of DG 812 is 100 kW per phase). The phase-A ES charges during the time when the DG produces, to neutralize phase A power; the Phase-B and -C ESs discharge during intervals 1, 3, 4 and 7 to pick up loads when DG is off, and during other intervals to help DG pick up additional phase-B loads. The three-phase dispatches of the ES are not constrained by the unbalanced operation constraint faced by the DG. Maximum SOC at phase A prevents further charge, while minimum SOC at phase B prevents further discharge.
At the beginning of microgrid formation, loads at nodes 802 and 806 are picked up. The loads at node 808 are picked up from interval 11 and the loads at node 810 are picked up from interval 8 by the DGs and ESs until the fault is restored.
With the help from the ESs, the unbalanced operation constraint of DG 812 is not violated. This finding demonstrates the effectiveness of ESs that coordinate with DGs to form microgrids and pick up unbalanced loads. Without the DGs, loads can only be picked up for a shorter period of time because of the limited energy stored in ESs; without the ESs, loads cannot be picked up because they are unbalanced. The results suggest that with DG-ES coordination, more loads are picked up for longer time periods.
D. IEEE 123-Node Test Feeder
To evaluate the performance of the iterative algorithm on a larger network, another study is conducted on the IEEE 123 -node test feeder [26] . In this case, ten DGs are installed across the network. Eight of them are three-phase DGs located at three-phase laterals. The other two are single-phase DGs installed at single-phase laterals. Figure 5 provides the network topology of the IEEE 123-node test feeder as well as the locations of DGs. The black lines in the figure represent microgrid boundaries of the solution. The ratings of DGs are listed in Table V. In this simulation, the natural disaster causes two three-phase faults at lines 150-149 and 57-60. Since there is no ES in the network, we will only examine the "snapshot" case which has only one time period. The fault at line 150-149 cuts off the supply from the substation. It takes the iterative optimization algorithm around 490s (7 rounds) before all the three-phase DGs' outputs satisfy all the unbalanced operation constraints. Table VI lists the three-phase power outputs of the 10 DGs after the last iteration.
The total real power demand in the 123-node feeder is 3490kW, whereas DGs restore 2990 kW in total. Due to the unbalanced operation issues, some DGs can only operate at levels far below their maximum outputs. For example, DG 23 and DG 89 are operating at less than half of their rated capacities and DG 52 is shut down. The loads around those three DGs are largely unbalanced and picking up those loads will result in unbalanced operations of DGs and cause DGs to be tripped. Neighboring DGs help to pick up some of the loads in those areas without violating their unbalanced operating constraints.
E. Conservative Linear Approximation on Unbalanced Operation Constraint
From the last section it is observed as the size of network and the number of DGs increase, more iterations are needed before all the unbalanced operation constraints are satisfied. An iteration, on average, also consumes more time. In case the network becomes even larger, the iterative algorithm may take too long to solve. Besides, given the mixed-integer nature of the iterative model, we cannot guarantee the solution of the iterative method will converge to a suboptimal solution of the original problem in polynomial time. As an alternative, we offer the linear relaxation method that shrinks the feasible region of the original problem to make the problem solvable.
This issue leads us to find alternative algorithms to handle the unbalanced operation constraint (24) . Here instead of using the penalty function, we develop a conservative linear approximation on (24) that could transform the formulation into a convex one:
The constraint (24) can be replaced by (36) and (37). Constraints (36) and (37) are tighter than (24) so that any solution that satisfies (36) and (37) also satisfies (24) , but it does not necessarily hold reversely. So the conservative linear approximation reduces the feasible region and could yield less optimal solutions. The derivation of the conservative linear approximation on (24) is documented in Appendix B.
The problem with objective function (1) and constraints (2)- (23), (36) and (37) becomes convex. Again the technique in Part C of Section II can be applied to linearize the quadratic constraints.
The solution time of this problem is similar to one iteration of the penalty function formulation. However, using this technique the problem is solved in only one pass, which drastically reduces the solution time. Therefore larger networks could be solved in a reasonable amount of time.
The drawback of this algorithm is that the results are less optimal compared with the penalty function formulation. Considering the snapshot cases: In the IEEE 34-node test feeder the iterative algorithm results in a total of 1220.2 kW load restored, whereas the conservative linear approximation algorithm results in a total of 1203.8 kW load restored; In the IEEE 123-node test feeder the iterative algorithm results in a total of 2990 kW load restored, whereas the conservative linear approximation algorithm results in a total of 2950 kW load restored.
In summary, the iterative algorithm yields better results but takes more time. The conservative linear approximation algorithm is faster but produces slightly less optimal results. The computational experiments show that the conservative linear approximation can be utilized to handle larger networks. We emphasize the linear relaxation method ensures the feasibility of the solution over optimality, which is oftentimes more important in practice, and such an approximation is necessary and the quality of the solution is satisfactory based on our simulation results.
IV. CONCLUSION
Recent severe outages highlight the urgency of improving the grid resiliency of the U.S. Microgrid formation schemes are proposed to restore critical loads after outages occur. Most distribution networks are unbalanced, and single-phase network models may not represent them in enough detail. We adopt a three-phase network model that captures the unbalanced characteristics of distribution networks. A three-phase microgrid restoration model is proposed with a quadratic objective function and mixed-integer linear constraints.
Voltage and current unbalance issues are consequences of unbalanced loads, which could potentially trip the three-phase DG. The three-phase network model allows us to analyze the microgrid restoration more practically, for it enables monitoring three-phase outputs of DGs. The results suggest that by considering unbalanced operation limits, the restoration plan generated from Part B of Section III is different from that of Section III-A, which ignores this constraint.
The study also evaluates the coordination between three-phase DGs and ESs in microgrid formation. The DG produces relatively balanced three-phase power, while the ES captures the differences between three-phase loads. Together they supply the microgrids with unbalanced loads. The case study also analyzes the impact of outage duration on restoration plans. Because of the ES SOC limits, longer periods of restoration result in less pickup of nodal loads.
Future research could focus on stronger convex relaxations on the unbalanced operation constraint (24) . This paper focuses only on the fossil fuel based DGs. In fact more and more renewable DGs are installed across distribution networks. Equipped with energy storage, the renewable DGs and ES can be coordinated to supply critical loads after a natural disaster cuts off the normal power supply. One potential research direction is to study the coordination between renewable DGs and ES for distribution network restoration. Besides, this paper considers solely steady-state operations of microgrid restoration. The dynamics and stability issues during restoration processes are also vital for successfully picking up the critical loads. The dynamics during the microgrid restoration process is a potential meaningful area for future research. 
Similarly, the negative phase current can be represented by three-phase complex power: 
